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July 28th, 2022

ARENA Insights - Thermal Energy Storage Summit

Heat decarbonization and the role 
for Thermal Storage
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50+ Leading Companies Have Joined the LDES 
Council to Accelerate Decarbonization

Membership overview as of June 21 2022

Key principles of the 
LDES Council

Executive-led

Mechanical, Chemical, 
Thermal and 
Electrochemical

For societal benefit

Fact-based

Global

The LDES Council is an independent 
body with its own governance 
structure, with the mission to 
accelerate energy decarbonization 
through the scale-up of LDES

Technology providers

Low-carbon energy system integrators & developers

Equipment manufacturers

Industry and services customers Capital providers

Anchors
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Net-zero heat perspective forms a substantial component of the overall 2022 
LDES Energy systems flexibility landmark publication at COP27

Focus of Webinar

1. Heat includes both heating and cooling applications

2022 LDES Net-zero 
Energy Report

LDES has an integral 
role in global energy 
system flexibility beyond 
renewable energy power 
systems for grids

2022 Net-zero Power (refresh)

24/7 PPA LDES 
opportunities

Revised LDES market 
projection

2022 Net-zero Heat1 (heating / cooling) 

Comprehensive 
heat decarbonization 
perspective

Net-zero heat pathway 
and business cases for 
thermal flexibility

Co2

Energy storage 
cost / performance 
benchmarking

Industrial 
applications for 
LDES in
• Chemicals
• Steel + metals
• Cement
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Within this system based on variable renewables, 
flexibility is needed to align supply & demand

Flexibility can 
align peak demand 
with intermittent 
renewable supply 
by energy shifting

By aligning supply and demand, flexibility can play a critical role in 
energy systems by… 

Optimizing grid 
utilization as peak power 

supply isn’t curtailed

Providing stability 
services to correct for 

grid instability

Supporting non-traditional 
grids and cross-industry 

integration

…and this is especially 
applicable to heat 

Industrial 
heat 
demand 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Midnight

Energy shifting

Energy shifting

Noon Midni
ght

Peak solar 
generation

Industrial heat demand is 
stable, with very limited 
demand flexibility 

Industrial & residential heat 
is electrifying rapidly 

Heat is shifting from local 
production to the power 
system, adding to T&D 
burden 
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1. Includes Refining
2. High temperature heat in buildings is used for cooking (e.g., Gas flame is ~1000C)

Source: McKinsey Global Energy Perspective

of global fuels is consumed to 
produce heat~50%

22%

28%

25%

2%

23%

Heat networks

Machinery, 
appliances, lighting

Transpor
t

Buildings: 
Heating & Cooling

Industry1: 
Heating & Cooling

426 EJ

2019 global fuel consumption, EJ % of total End-use demand by heat grade, %

Heat consumption accounts for ~50% of global energy demand and 
represents a critical abatement opportunity for buildings and industry

48%

5%

60-
80 C

200-
500 C

500-
1000 C

1000-
1500 C

>1500 
C

Total

2%

47%

4%

80-
100 C

100-
150 C

3%

<60 CHot 
water

12%

Cooling 150-
200 C

Space 
heating

35%

10%
2% 2%

4%

4%
5%

18% 100%

District 
Heating

Building
s

Industry
1

Low
temperature heat

Medium 
temperature heat

High
temperature heat

2
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Heating is still largely coal & gas based, with ~70% of 
heat produced by fossil fuels 

Global fuel consumption for heating & cooling by fuel source and temperature1, EJ

11
%

Medium 
Temperatur

e
(100-500°C)

25%

4%

26%

Cooling

1%

91%

17%

10%

6%

0%
12%

23%

37 EJ

28%

High Temperature (>500°C) 

21%

60%

15%

18%

33 EJ

2%

Low 
Temperatur

e
(<100°C) 

29 EJ 3 EJ

11
%

5%

4%6%1%

Renewables Heat Oil ElectricityBioenergy Natural Gas Coal

1. Excluding steel & iron

from fossil 
fuels

~70% 

of cooling 
electrified

~90%

of high T 
heat from 
coal

~60%

Source: McKinsey Global Energy Perspective

The pressure to shift away 
from fossil fuels as 
foundation of our heating 
supply is increasing 

• Climate impact is every 
increasing, creating 
further urgency

• Prices are rising due to 
invasion of Ukraine by 
Russia 

• Energy supply is 
increasingly becoming an 
issue of energy security, 
with countries wanting to 
reduce dependence 
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Thermal energy storage can provide part of the 
integration & flexibility, converting power to heat

Energy storage technology categorization Thermal flexibility via 
thermal energy storage 
(TES) can unlock unique 
benefits:

Provision of heat grade 
flexibility (e.g., ability to 
upgrade heat sources or 
discharge at various 
temperatures)

Ability to serve multiple 
end uses across sector 
applications 

Diversification of 
energy resources to 
include heat

Direct (high) heat to 
process. >1000 C possible 
Heat storage to bridge time

What is thermal storage?

optimization of waste heat 
recovery

Thermal energy storage systems 
use thermal energy to store and 
release electricity and heat through 
3 types of technologies: 
• Sensible heat
• Latent heat
• Thermochemical heat

Roles of thermal energy 
storage:Thermal

Electrochemical

Chemical Mechanical
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Thermal energy storage (TES) technologies can be broadly categorized by 
energy storage medium and make up a diverse technology landscape

1. IEA data (assuming 3.3 GW of storage in 2019 was used 100% of the time for 29,908 GWh in 2019)

Category Subcategories

Liquid-gas • Liquid air energy storage

Examples

Liquids • Water (water tank TES)
• Molten salts, metals (e.g., aluminum), 

or inorganic materials (e.g., silicon)

Solid-liquid • Organic (paraffin wax, fatty acids)
• Inorganic (salts, metals)
• Composite

Sensible heat 
storage (SHS)

Thermal energy 
storage via temperature 
change of material

Solids • Ceramics, sand, silica, rocks
• Concrete 
• Metals and carbon-based materials

Solid-solid (change 
in crystalline structure 
or encapsulated micro-
particles) 

• Salt hydrates
• Micro-encapsulated materials (e.g., 

paraffins, metals) or macro-
encapsulated materials

Thermochemical 
storage (TCS)

Use of reversible 
chemical reactions to 
store thermal energy

Thermochemical • Metal carbonites & oxides
• Zeolites (e.g., hydrated alkalis)
• Absorption systems

Latent heat storage 
(LHS)

Thermal energy storage  
through phase change 
materials (PCM)

TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE

of thermal storage used 
in 20191

234 GWh

Example players

<1% 
of global storage in 2019 

was thermal storage1  

Source: IEA, press search, Council members 
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Thermal storage solutions can already provide temperatures of > 1000C and 
store heat for multiple years, depending on the solution 

SHS LHS Thermochemical

Storage duration and discharge temperature 
influence storage technology use-cases

Source: Council members 
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Thermal storage in action 

Thermal Energy Storage is getting commercially deployed already, with 
large industrial players   

Modules for installation of a 4MW / 23 MWh system to 
optimize heat use within a CCGT power plant 

Source: LDES Council members 

Modules & system of a 45 MWhth providing 
400C steam to Yara’s Porsgrunn plant 
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We have defined 5 different archetypes of thermal storage in which we 
benchmark the various solutions

1. Technology provider-dependent pathway of charging or discharging. Required for like-for-like comparison of costs
2. Five types of specific outputs should cover majority of industrial heat demand use cases making benchmark relevant for all industry players

Technological setup defintion for cost data collection

Charging

Electric 
heating

Heating can be a separate module, or it 
could be integrated in the storage system

Black box1

(tech. 
dependent) 

Discharging
Utility2

1 barg 
saturated steam 

10 barg 
saturated steam 

Hot air

Very hot air

25 barg 
saturated steam

Archetypes

Steam used for food 
processing, cleaning, 
sterilization

Typical value for medium-
pressure industrial steam, 

Petroleum processing

Oil shale and oil sand 
processing

Various chemical processes 
(e.g, ethylene cracking 
furnace)

Industrial 
Application

Storage

Storage

~120°C

~180°C

~230°C

~450°C

~900°C

A

B

C

D

E

Black box1

(tech. 
dependent) 

(Illustrative)
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Thermal storage costs 4.5 – 8 $/MWh, making power 
prices driver of LCOHe across thermal archetypes  
2025 Top Quartile LCOHe

1 for low-cost scenario, $/MWhth,

1. Assuming 10 MWh storage, 1MW discharge power, and 1 discharge cycle per day; charging capex 100kUSD/MW
2. The mix of technologies could vary for each archetype
3. Includes Charging Capex, Fixed O&M charging, Storage capex, Fixed O&M storage, Discharging capex, Fixed O&M discharging

1barg

10barg

25barg

450 °C

LCOHe by electricity cost Archetype2 Commentary
LCOHe ranges between ~30-
58 $/MWh across archetypes, 
driven by assumption of 
electricity price

Incorporating thermal storage 
adds between 4.5-8 $/MWh to 
LCOH

25 $/MWh

50 $/MWh

30,8

56,6

31,925 $/MWh

50 $/MWh 57,7

31,925 $/MWh

50 $/MWh 57,7

25 $/MWh

50 $/MWh

29,5

55,2

Charging electricity cost Thermal storage costs3

23%

13%

28%

28%

18%

15%

15%

10%

xx Thermal Storage participation
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Thermal storage can be used in a variety of processes, as illustrated 
through an Alumina refining business case example 

This business case was jointly developed and verified by:

Company A-class-Alumina is a typical sized alumina refinery. 
They produce ~2 million metric tons of alumina powder 
every year. Of the three different Bauxite types, which have 
different temperature requirements, Boehmite is used. The 
two main heat consuming process steps in the Bayer 
process are the digestion and calcination. 

1. Refinery steam demand: required at 325°C and 104 
bar, main consuming process 80% digestion, 15% 
evaporation, 5% other e.g., cleaning, ~4-8 GJ/t-
alumina, provided by 4x 120 MW gas fired boilers 
(incl. not run at full capacity or maintenance)

2. Circulating Fluid Bed Calcination: ~1,000°C, 
atmospheric pressure combustion gas, ~3-4 GJ/t-
alumina, ~200-250 MW gas fired burner

There is enough space on-site to integrate thermal storage. 
Significant increase of electricity demand would require grid 
infrastructure upgrades.

As they phase increasing pressure from aluminum product 
producers like car makers, they are looking for the most 
competitive option to decarbonize their production.

Drivers for change of heat supply

Fictive company context

18

Process and end product impressions

Cost Customer 
ESG

Regulation Public pressure
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In our alumina case, thermal storage is a competitive decarbonization 
option and can compete with fossil heat on cost through CO2 tax

1. Main assumptions: fossil and RES prices as per Archetype C (19 $/MWh fossil, 23 $/MWh RES, 28% capacity factor), CO2 100 $/t, battery storage 
250$/kWh, thermal storage 25$/kWh

Thermal storage enabled 
decarbonized heating 
solutions could be cost 
competitive to fossil in 
certain scenarios
Current comparison shows 
long-term Natural gas price 
at 19 $ / MWh, with current 
TTF at >120 $ / MWh
Decarbonization option 
based on thermal storage 
seems to be the cheapest 
option across the most 
prevalent solutions

Source: Net Zero Heat storage business case calculation, LDES Council Net Zero Heat storage industry benchmark 2022

C Low-cost fossil fuels and low-cost renewables1Archetype

Levelized cost of heat for selected technologies1, $/MWh 

21

49
60

44

23

23

19

Biomass boiler

1

Hydrogen boilerFossil boiler

1

61
2

3

30

41

Electric boiler w/ 
RES and battery

Electric boiler RES 
and thermal storage

3

5

70

51

CO2 emissions 
cost

Heating 
element

Fu
el

Storag
e

2.1 $/kg of H2

Levelized cost of heat for selected technologies1, $/MWh 
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Ways to engage the LDES Council

Explore becoming a member or partner of the Council
Visit https://www.ldescouncil.com/members

Reach out via email: info@ldescouncil.com
/LDES-Council @LDESCouncilwww.ldescouncil.com

Visit us or follow us on the web

Partner with the Council to accelerate net-zero 

Note: Full insights and reports available at www.ldescouncil.com/insights/

Unlock potential of LDES market Drive industry standards for 24/7 clean PPAs Create awareness of policy options

https://www.ldescouncil.com/members
mailto:info@ldescouncil.com
http://www.ldescouncil.com/


Renewable Heat – Decarbonising Australian Industry

ARENA Insights – Thermal Energy Storage Summit

28 July 2022

Dominic Zaal,
Director, Australian Solar Thermal Research Institute



The renewable focus to date has been on the Electricity Sector

However, the Federal Government has projected that Industrial Emissions will exceed Electricity emission by 2025.

• electricity (2025) = 127Mt

• industrial (2025) = stationary energy (99Mt) + industrial processes (30Mt) = 129Mt

Industrial Emissions



Industry represents over 40% of Australia's total energy end use, half of 
that is used for process heat

In 2021, Australian industry spent $9B on process heat

• this is expected to double by the end of 2023

Process heat use can be can be broken down by sector and temperature

• 10% is for applications under 150°C

• 50% is for applications between 150°C to 500°C

• 40% is for applications over 800°C

Less than 5% of renewable heat is provided through electricity – but this 
will rapidly change:

• rising gas prices are forcing companies to look at renewable heat solutions

• already a viable option at lower temperatures

• increasingly viable at higher temperatures

Renewable Heat – Temperature matters



Renewable Heat – Key ASTRI Focus Area

Capture, storage and utilisation of Renewable Heat for:

• power generation, process heat, or both

Agnostic as to how the renewable heat is generated

• it could be CST, renewable electricity, bioenergy, geothermal, 
waste heat sources, or renewable fuels or a combination of these

• driven by the customers needs not technology interests

• delivery of an energy solution not a technology solution.

End-Use ApplicationsFocus on within key sectors:

• mining / mineral processing

• utility scale power generation

• industrial process heat (e.g., manufacturing, chemicals)

• renewable fuels

• agriculture



Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is a critical enabler

Storage adds significant value to renewable heat solutions:

• allows companies to capture heat, which can then be used when and how they require it

• allows companies to displace gas or electricity at night

• allows companies to capture heat when renewable resources are cheap or plentiful – to use when they are not

• front-end charging possible through multiple renewable technology pathways (PV, wind, bioenergy, CST, etc.)

• can store at temperatures much higher than the targeted industrial process

- reducing unit storage costs

- displacing more gas over a longer time period

• can simultaneously charge and generate process heat

• can be easily integrated within existing process heat systems



This is the key operational focus area for ASTRI

• typically larger industrial clients

• higher energy costs – make technology solutions more viable

• clients want solutions now – key operational imperative

• focus is on gas displacement – not gas replacement

• focus on decision support – helping clients to understand the best options to pursue, based on their
operational needs

Technology solutions exist for this temperature range - however

• companies need good information to make informed decisions

• challenge is not the technology it is managing operational and integration risks

• Higher temp typically equates to higher capital investment – resulting in higher pay-back periods

• HPA markets are slowly starting to emerge (already established in Europe)

Renewable Heat with TES – 150°C to 600°C



• Renewable Power into TES
- TES systems can convert electricity to high temperature (400°C to 600°C) process heat

- can import the renewable electricity - if you don’t have any available on-site land

- can store heat when renewable power costs are low

- higher temp – allows for displacement of more gas

- can typically store and generate heat simultaneously

• Concentrated Solar Thermal into TES
- least cost option if you have the land and solar resource

- good for bulk renewable heat operations – particularily night time operations

- large footprint with higher integration costs

- requires ongoing O&M costs (mirror cleaning – 10 - 15 times per year)

• Waste heat into TES
- companies should seek to utilise existing waste heat streams

- can be stored, used for lower grade heat requirements

- can be integrated to improve performance of other TES systems

Renewable Heat / TES Options (higher temperatures)



• Renewable Power - Electric boilers
- good reliable option, but you are exposed to time-of-use pricing

- firmed renewable at night are likely to get more expensive over time as coal exits

- batteries can help, but they become more costly as you increase the storage duration

• Renewable Fuels
- renewable hydrogen production costs coming down

- very high energy density

- managing temperatures can be challenging

- new catalyst heat process technologies look promising

- storage and distribution can be challenging

• Bioenergy / Biomass
- good reliable option, but you need access to a reliable supply of feedstock / waste / biomass

- requires on-site land

Renewable Heat Options



• Depends on a number of factors:

- availability of on-site or adjacent land

- available of relatively close land for a Behind-The-Meter solution

- availability of renewable resources (solar, wind, bioenergy, waste heat streams)

- operating regime (i.e. night time operations, weekend operations)

- heating / cooling load

- waste heat sources

- current and projected energy costs

- corporate decarbonisation / sustainability strategy

- risk appetite

• There is no single solution:

- which is why it is so challenging, but very interesting

Which Renewable Heat / TES Option is Best?



Thank You

Email: 
Tel:

dominic.zaal@csiro.au
0408 620 495

mailto:dominic.zaal@csiro.au
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Q&A
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SESSION 2 - Understanding customer needs

Tomas Mach
Manager Technology

RioTinto

Paul Matuschka
Sustainability Manager

Mars

Jarrod Leak
CEO
A2EP
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Heating electrification and thermal energy 
storage
Jarrod Leak - Chief Executive Officer
Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity 28th July 2022      



Our members and partners



Our renewable heat knowledge base in Australia

A2EP’s renewable heat work in last three years:
ARENA – 20 prefeasibility, 7 feasibility studies + insight reports reviewing 
biogas, solar thermal, biomass and heat pump options
NSW Govt – peak electricity impact modelling from heat pumps, screening tool 
development, feasibility study (x4) pilot
Federal Govt – modelling of decarb potential & opportunities for heat pumps
RACE for 2030 CRC – industry consultation & input for renewable heat report
Victorian Govt – industry capacity building for C&I heat pumps
Australian Hydrogen Council – hydrogen and bioenergy pathways for high 
temperature process heating – kicking off now!
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TES, the great heat pump enabler



Issue Benefit of thermal storage Value

Sizing a heat pump for peak demand 
leads to an oversized heat pump, 
hence excessively higher CAPEX and 
electric power demand.

Shrink the HP capacity by reducing 
peak loads

Save 10-30% on CAPEX for HP
Potentially avoid $000’s for electrical 
upgrades

There are rising opportunities for heat 
users to exploit time-based electricity 
tariffs.

Shift the HP operation to low tariff 
times

Tariff-dependent - potential saving of 
50% per kWh

Onsite PV generation is usually 
exported to the grid at a lower price 
than the retail power price.

Shift the HP operation to utilise more 
solar PV.

FIT-dependent - potential saving of 
50% per kWh

Cold ambient air can lower the heat 
pump’s COP.

Shift the HP operation to times of 
higher ambient temperature  

5°C higher ambient can deliver >12.5% 
efficiency boost (more if avoiding 
defrosting)

37



TES impact example

Size for the peak: $780,000 heat pump

Size for the average: $455,000 heat pump + $100k TES

+ electrical upgrades of $1.5M

Heating demand profile



TES is suitable in most applications
Peak in weekly demandPeaks in daily demand Seasonal demand

Dairy farms
Dairy factory
Meat processing
Commercial buildings
etc

Contract manufacture
Weekly cleaning cycle

Fruit drying



CO2 Chiller 
/ Heat 
Pump

~50OC

~50OC

Cold

80-95OC

~-5-10OC

Optional Space Heating Service 

Gas Cooler

Hot (TC mode)

3 Ravens Brewery (due for completion Oct-22)

Variable speed

Manufactured by Enex, Italy
Variable speed ~20kW-45kW

Trans-critical mode

Summe
r Winter

COPc - 2 1 2 2

Demand: High    Low
COPh - Heating ~7.5     ∞

Courtesy of Regenerate Engineering



A new resource for industry

https://www.futureheat.info/

https://www.futureheat.info/


Jarrod Leak
Chief Executive Officer
jarrod.leak@a2ep.org.au

Thank you
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ARENA Insights - Thermal 
Energy Storage Summit

Thermal Energy Storage 
Opportunities and Challenges

Tomas Mach
July 2022

Queensland Alumina Limited, Gladstone, QLD©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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Electricity Process Heat Anodes and reductants Mobile Diesel

1.2

5 Mtpa emissions

1 Mtpa emissions

100 ktpa emissions

Scope 1 & 2 carbon footprint

1%

3%

13%

18%

21%

28% 17%

Net land
management

Process gases

Mobile diesel

Process heat

Anodes and
reductants

Electricity

purchased
generated

14.0 Mt

6.4 Mt

5.6 Mt

4.0 Mt

0.9 Mt

0.2 Mt

Rio Tinto’s ambition: 
to reach net zero emissions by 2050

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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Green Technology 
Retrofit

Net Zero 
Products

Energy Storage  
for Intermittency

Non-Electric 
Energy Conversion 

Net Zero 
Pathways

H2

New energy supply chains: 
are essential for net zero mining, refining and smelting

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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5.6 Mt CO2 ~(18%)

Steam raising
Temperature and pressure at scale

Combustion fuel
Fuel type and retrofit options

Operability
Storage and generation efficiency

Aluminium 4.9
Minerals 0.5
Iron Ore 0.1
Copper 0.2
Other (includes Shipping and corporate functions) 0.0
Total 5.6

Our Process Heat focus

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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C
ap

ac
ity

 (k
W

h)

Power (kW)

Electro-chemical battery and chemical storage
Thermal energy storage
Electro-mechanical energy storage
RT sites needs

Storage Duration & Capacity
Large Scale: Alumina Refineries (daily cycle, approx. 9,000 MWhthermal)
Medium Scale: Minerals Processing (daily cycle, approx. 1,500 MWhthermal)

Temperature Range
Alumina Refineries: High Temperature - Steam >300⁰C at 50 to 100atm
Minerals Processing: Medium Temperature - Steam <200⁰C at 10atm
Calcination processes: Very High Temperature - Air >900⁰C

Operability & Risk
Minimum firming: daily cycling 9 to 15+ hours
Long term firming: storage for large scale energy supply disruption

Power Requirements
Large Scale: Alumina Refineries (from 850 to 1000 MW)
Medium Scale: Minerals Processing (from 100 to 150 MW)

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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Energy Storage 

Steam Generation

Fan Heating Element Thermal Mass

Electricity
Grid Power

or Solar Farm

air

Fan Thermal Mass HRSG

Steam
High Pressure
Low Pressure

air

Investment

• Initial capex 
(storage)

• Initial capex 
(energy)

• System life

O & M

• Fixed O&M
• Variable O&M
• Equipment 

reliability

Power 
Cost

• Electricity cost
• Roundtrip 

efficiency

Energy 
output

• Installed capacity
• Thermal vs 

electrical
• % of discharge

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved
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Copyright © 2019 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential

Paul Matuschka
Sustainability Lead - Mars Petcare Wodonga

ARENA Insights Thermal Energy Storage Summit
The role of thermal energy storage for Mars Inc.
28 July 2022

Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



— sits at the heart of the Mars Compass and our Mars Family objectives
Frank Mars on talking about Sustainability and Climate Action 

Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential
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Climate Action
- Reduce absolute GHG emissions (total supply chain):

- 27% (by 2025) and 100% (by 2050)
By 2040: Be carbon neutral from direct operations   

Water Stewardship
- By 2025: Cut unsustainable water use by half

- Eliminate water use in excess of sustainable levels 

Land Use
- Hold flat the total land area associated with our value chains

Healthy 
Planet

Increasing Income
- Ensure everyone in our extended supply chains earns enough 

to maintain a decent standards of living

Increasing Opportunities for Women
- Increase opportunities for women in our workplaces, 

marketplaces and supply chains

Respecting Human Rights
- Treat everyone touched by our business with fairness, dignity 

and respect

Thriving 
People

Petcare: Create a better world for pets and their people through 
nutritious pet food, high-quality veterinary services and research on 

the benefits of pets.

Confectionery: Produce our products in a way that helps consumers 
limit intake of sugar, trans fats and artificial colors while still 

delivering joy.

Food: Encourage families and friends to cook healthy meals 
together, and do our part to use more vegetables, fruits and whole 

grains, while reducing sodium and added sugar.

Nourishing 
Wellbeing



Why is Thermal Energy Storage Needed
 The obvious

 The sun shines only during the day. 
 Sunlight length varies between seasons

 Intensity varies with situational weather.

 The wind only blows when it does

 All renewable generation is somewhat directly or indirectly related 
to sporadic &/or time-based generation

 The less obvious
 Thermal energy is very expensive to move ($1K+ per linear meter)

 Thermal generation is needed at area of utilization

Operational demand influences thermal utilization capability
 Time of day use, quantity

 Days utilizing energy per week/month, etc.
Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



WOD CST Project Example
 Energy Source: Sun using Concentrating Solar Thermal (CST) 

solar collectors
 Total system generation (P50) potential: 96 TJ (Natural Gas displacement)

 Option to energy share with neighbors (constrained by cost to transport heat)

 Potential with (60MWh) TES: 67 TJ

 Optimized for capital cost of TES with situational demand profile considerations

 Potential without TES: 43 TJ 

TJ/yr TJ/$M AUD NG Value $K/yr IRR Total Benefit (20 years) $M
With TES 67 2.0 1404 6.9 11.6
Without TES 43 1.7 904 2.5 2.5
Benefit of TES 24 0.3 500 4.4 9.1

indicative only – for demonstration

Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



Graphite Energy TES Demonstration Project 
 Thermal Energy Storage using renewable electricity

 Mars is partnering with GE to prove commercialisation of 
their technology

 Mars is a principals based company and we see it in the 
mutual interest of Technology providers, Mars and the wider 
community to help grow technology

 Why choose electricity as energy source for heat generation

 Electricity is the most advanced energy distribution system

 Makes it suitable for offsite energy source generation when land 
is a local constraint.

 Thermal energy displacement requires multiply solutions to 
reach 100%

 Watch outs

 Electricity distribution costs, including peak demand tariffs

Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



Other important considerations

 Sites must first improve energy intensity

 The Wodonga site has improved energy efficiency (measured as GJ per 
tonne of petfood manufactured) by 20% (based on 2015 result) with a 
target of  27% (2025)

 Estimated capital to achieve this ~$175K per TJ saved,
Renewable capital > $350K/TJ
Save 50TJ of energy prevents $10M in renewable solution

 Sites should then complete a energy mass balance (Sankey) to 
understand utilisation and time based usage

Copyright © 2022 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential



We do not inherit the Earth from 
our Ancestors

We borrow it from our children

Native American Proverb

Copyright © 2021 Mars, Incorporated — Confidential
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• Industrial scale from 100kWh to multi-mWh

• Phase Change Materials for higher storage density

• Supporting applications: with industry-leading 
range of freezing temperatures from -27°C to 0°C

• Levelised cost of storage 3.5 to 7x < batteries

• Phase Change Materials have long lives & minimal 
degradation for lower operating cost

Commercial in Confidence



• Heat pump heating & cooling load 
profile mismatch (“free” cooling)

• Peak energy shaving 

(↓supply charge $$)

HEAT PUMPS      CARBON NEUTRAL HEATING FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT Commercial in Confidence

• Teamed with smart forecasting

• Exploiting negative prices

• Avoiding peak prices

• Counter-acting the duck curve

• Solar sponge (utilising behind the 
meter solar when it is available) / 
thermal battery

• Avoiding export costs/limits

LOAD
PRICE





The build of a 4MWh thermal energy 
storage tank at Glaciem’s manufacturing 
partner’s premises.



• Process hot water at 85°C

• Supplementary cooling for glycol loop
• Chiller runs infrequently lowering energy 

demand/improving efficiency

• Chiller life extended

• 4MWh PCM Thermal energy
storage when no cooling demand

• See virtual tour online:
https://glaciemcooling.com/projects/

HEAT PUMPS      CARBON NEUTRAL HEATING FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT Commercial in Confidence

https://glaciemcooling.com/projects/


• HQ of Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park Authority (Townsville)

• Combined heating and cooling

• Thermal storage: avoided export 
limits for Solar PV and to 
moderate load

• Office & public space HVAC

• Aquarium condition management

HEAT PUMPS      CARBON NEUTRAL HEATING FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT Commercial in Confidence



• 2.6MWh PCM Thermal energy
storage

• Integrated with existing ammonia 
plant

• Integrated with site BMS
• Integrated with virtual and on-site 

renewables
• Optimises for available renewables

• Provides price arbitrage over market

• Reduced peak demand (and charges)

HEAT PUMPS      CARBON NEUTRAL HEATING FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT Commercial in Confidence



https://glaciemcooling.com/2020-tes-how-it-works/Available: PCM 0, PCM-6, PCM-11, PCM -27 
(Non Chloride based PCM)
100kW –multi MW
Dynamic melt gives prolonged design life 
for PCM solutions, in addition to capacity 
gain

Up to 20% 
capacity 
gain
Power needed 
for dynamic 
melt pump: less 
than 0.3% of 
Discharge rate



Glaciem’s DYN 900: 2.6 MWh (95% charge)

Useful Thermal energy capacity (95%) per overall volume
• Glaciem TES-PCM0: 45.2 kWh/m3 

• Typical ice storage:  42.6 kWh/m3

Useful Thermal energy capacity per floor area:
• Glaciem: 150.4 kWh/m2 (~ 37 % higher)
• Typical ice storage:  109.6 kWh/m2

Typical ice storage 1.7 MWh 
(95% charge)



Discharge COP= 60-80



CO2 HEAT PUMPS      CARBON NEUTRAL HEATING FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Provide us with:
• Information about your site and potential 

application(s)
• Details of your energy provision (behind 

the meter solar, power tariffs etc)
• Details of your energy usage (ideally 

metered flow rates etc. or power demand 
profile)

• Details of your thermal energy 
applications (site layouts, P&ID, etc)

Commercial in Confidence

Glaciem can then provide:
• Triage your potential applications
• Pre-feasibility techno-economic 

evaluation
• Thermal systems design
• Liaison with onsite or consultant 

engineering
• Liaison with suitable refrigeration 

contractors for installation & support



Mawson Lakes, SA, 5095

Business development enquiries: 
+61 419 900 363 | (08) 8302 3397

info@glaciemcooling.com

www.glaciemcooling.com

Contacts: 
Andrew Weller
Chief Executive Officer
andrew.weller@glaciemcooling.com
+61 419 900 363

Dr Alemu Alemu
Senior Sales Engineer
alemu.alemu@glaciemcooling.com
+61 426 248 643

The three projects described in this 
presentation received funding from 
ARENA as part of ARENA’s Advancing 
Renewables Program.
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MGA blocks store and deliver thermal energy at a constant temperature while remaining outwardly solid.

• A solid matrix material keeps the block solid and 
distributes heat.

• Dispersed ‘phase change material’ (PCM) particles 
(like chocolate chips in a cupcake) melt when heat is 
applied and store energy.

• The stored energy is released when particles cool and 
solidify. 

• Surrounding infrastructure insulates the blocks, 
provides heat electrically, and discharges to a working 
fluid

MGA is short for Miscibility Gap Alloy 



MGA Thermal
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Thermal energy storage
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• Phase change process 
dramatically increases 
energy storage capacity.  

• High energy density in a 
contained medium. 

• Large amount of energy 
delivered at a constant 
temperature.

• Low cost, common 
materials.

• Solid – easily contained, 
low risk.
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MGA Thermal
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Designed for 
the circular 
economy

Scrap 
metals

Metals 
Repurposed

“Raw” 
materials

Construction 
of MGA Blocks

MGA Energy 
Storage Block

Recycled

(Re) processed Useful life

End-of-lifeRecycled

MGA Block
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MGA Thermal
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MGA 660
IN PIPELINE

Optimal Range 500-700°C

1.15 kWh thermal capacity

4L (0.2*0.2*0.1m)

660˚C phase change

Tested to 3000+ cycles

MGA 577
IN PRODUCTION

Optimal Range 450-650°C

1.21 kWh thermal capacity

4L (0.2*0.2*0.1m)

575˚C phase change

Tested to 3000+ cycles

MGA 713
IN DEVELOPMENT

Optimal Range 600-800°C

1.6 kWh thermal capacity

4L (0.2*0.2*0.1m)

713˚C phase change

MGA Block



MGA Thermal
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TURBINEHEAT
EXCHANGER

ENERGY INPUTS

A range of applications

79

RESISTANCE 
HEATER

HEAT

ENERGY OUTPUTS

• Solar PV 
• Wind
• Grid

• CSP 
• Waste Heat

Industrial
process heat 
(180°C – 700°C)

• Grid Electricity
• Distributed 

power

HEAT STEAM ELECTRICITY



MGA Thermal
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thermal power station retrofitgreen hydrogen

H2

concentrated 
solar power

commercial heating 
& cooling

industrial heat 

MGA Key applications
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2022 2023 2024
Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Phase 3: 240+MWh p.a.

Phase 4: 2,400+MWh p.a.

Phase 5: 24,000+MWh p.a.

2,640

26,640
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h 
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240

Manufacturing Roadmap
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Contact
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This Presentation has been prepared by MGA Thermal Pty Ltd ACN 632 657 
964 (MGA).
You acknowledge and agree that the information contained in this 
Presentation is confidential in nature, other than information which is in the 
public domain through other means, and that any disclosure or use of such 
information by you may cause serious harm or damage to MGA. You agree not 
to reproduce or disclose any information contained in this Presentation (or 
any part of it) to any party, other than to your professional advisers.
While MGA has used reasonable care in preparing this Presentation, we do 
not give any warranty that it is error-free. Any forward-looking statements 
are for example only and we do not warrant that such statements will be 
correct. You agree that you will not rely on this Presentation when deciding 
whether to partner with or enter a commercial arrangement with MGA. Any 
warranties we give will only be agreed in binding signed legal agreements.

http://www.mgathermal.com/
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Lowest cost renewable electricity on demand
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RayGen’s approach provides ultimate flexibility for grid operators, acting as 
both a load or generator, on-demand 

1. A field of mirrors concentrate sunlight onto raised PV Ultra modules, that are high-efficiency and actively cooled . 2. PV Ultra converts sunlight to power with approximately 90%
efficiency – 30% to electricity and 60% to heat. 3. Captured hot water is stored in a nearby water reservoir. 4. Captured electricity is used to chill water in a second reservoir or sold to
the grid. 5. The insulated reservoirs maintain a temperature of 90°C, storing energy at an efficiency equivalent to a Pumped Hydro system with a height difference of 1,000m. 6. The
stored difference in temperature is used to drive a heat-to-power engine. 7. This engine provides the grid with reliable, on-demand power and option for baseload power.
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RayGen stores energy in the form of hot and cold water; charging adds 
90C water to the hot pit and 4C water to the cold pit

Storage duration dependent on pit size; 
marginal cost to increase storage capacity is low, < $10/KWh per unit of electricity  
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RayGen’s Australian pilot is the world’s largest next-generation storage 
project at 50 MWh and will be operational by November 2022

All four heliostat fields fully constructed Field 1A commissioning Hot and cold pits filled and sealed; ACC installed

Aug. 2022
Chiller and ORC 
system installed

Feb. 2022
PTES construction 
complete & towers 

installed

Mar. 2022
First light

on solar towers

Nov. 2022
Commissioning 

complete

Nov. 2021
Heliostat assembly 

commenced

Apr. 2021
Financial

Close

Jun. 2021
Construction 
commenced

4MW solar and 3MW / 50MWh (17 hours) storage

Project has offtake 
with AGL
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Subsequent projects will scale-out RayGen’s modular technology

50 MWh Solar Power Plant One, Carwarp
4 MW Solar – 4x 1MW PV Ultra towers
3 MW Storage – 1x 3MW ORC w/
50 MWh (17 hours) – 2x 17,000m3 pits

3.6 GWh Solar Power Plant Two, Yadnarie
50 MW Solar – 50x 1MW PV Ultra towers
25 MW Storage – 1x 25MW ORC w/
600 MWh (24 hours) – 2x 250,000m3 pits

x6 (sequenced delivery)

Artist’s impression Artist’s impression

Photo
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RayGen’s modular design can be configured for different markets and 
applications, with an initial priority for on-grid power plants to reach scale

Market Remote/ off-grid Grid power plant Mega projects

Specifications 5-25MW power need;
5MW power block

25-250MW of grid connection; 
25MW power block

1GW+ requirements;
100-250MW power block

Market features Larger industrial load in remote 
region, typically displacing diesel 
or natural gas

Grid renewable energy zones, 
congested with solar and lacking 
bulk storage and/ or inertia 

Very large projects in remote 
areas support H2/ NH3 export 
and new commodity industries

FC Timeline 2023 (estimated) 2021 SPP1; 2023 SPP2 2024+

First regions Australia; US; Gulf states; Australia; California, S.W. US, 
Texas; Western China; India; 

Australia; Chile; Gulf states; 
North Africa

Smaller projects require volume in 
supply chain to be cost-competitive

Mega-projects await technical 
validation at ~100MW-scale



RayGen.com
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Renewable energy Convert to heat Zero carbon energy
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PV

Wind

CST

Bioenergy

Waste Heat

Inputs

Steam

Hot Air

Thermal Energy Storage
(TES)

Outputs

Decouples time of VRE input from time of industrial use



Performance Parameters 
Energy Input: 1 MWe

Green Steam™ Output: 150oC – 250oC
1,000 – 2,000 kPa

Storage Medium: Graphite

Storage Temperature: Up to 900oC

Storage Capacity: Up to 3 MWhth

Production Capacity: Up to 8 MWhth / day

July 2022 CONFIDENTIAL 93
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◦ Carbon neutral by 2040
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HIGH TEMPERATURE CLEAN HEAT APPLICATIONS ARE SIGNIFICANT

Process heat use and temperature in Australia

Over $8 billion is spent annually by Australian industry on process heat

Source: ITP Renewable Energy Options for 
Industrial Process Heat, November 2019

There are currently no commercial long duration renewable energy storage solutions for high temperature process heat
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1414 DEGREES OVERVIEW

— Our vision is to commercialise the 
technology to decarbonise the world’s 
energy supply

— Strategic focus:
• SiBox: thermal energy storage 

technology
• Aurora: renewable energy project

— Multi-disciplinary team of technical 
specialists

— Agreements with high calibre companies 
for the commercialisation and 
development of SiBox and Aurora

Clean heat technology

Clean energy generation
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HOW SIBOX TECHNOLOGY WORKS

Energy in:
A) Renewable electricity 

(solar/wind) power source
B) Heat generated via radiative 

heating elements

SiBox:
C) Heat is stored in silicon-based 

storage material
D) Heat transferred to air in an 

internal  heat recovery chamber
* SiBox well insulated 

to minimise thermal losses

Heat out:
E) Heat extracted as high temperature 

(~1000°C), low pressure air
F) Heat integrated via energy recovery 

system, configured as required for the 
application
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SIBOX HARNESSES THE ADVANTAGES OF SILICON FOR THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE
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SIBOX ECONOMICS

Our target is to produce SiBox so it can cost 
competitively provide clean heat compared with fossil 
fuels. This depends on:
— Low-cost renewable electricity input
— SiBox design (size, operation etc)
— R&D to optimise SiBox cost and performance
— Costing in carbon emissions
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CURRENT TECHNOLOGY FOCUS – DEMONSTRATION MODULE PROJECT

— 1 MWh thermal storage 
device currently being  
built in 14D workshop

— Will prove the 
performance of the SiBox
technology at a complete  
1  module  scale

— Testing and experimental 
data will validate 
engineering design models 
for scaling up SiBox to 
multi-module pilot units

— Project is on schedule and 
on-budget
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SIBOX: A RENEWABLE ENERGY STORAGE SOLUTION FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PROCESS HEAT

— Absorbs low-cost renewable power from the 
grid – can be located away from the 
renewable energy source, directly coupled to 
the application

— High temperature air output up to 1000°C 
coupled to the process via energy recovery 
system

— Output can be used for heat only (e.g. air or 
steam) or combined heat and power solution

— Modular design facilitates lower-risk 
integration and scaling up
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SIBOX POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Key advantages for applications with:

Target applications:

— High temperature heat (>800°C) only (e.g. alumina, cement)

— Medium temperature heat plus power (e.g. commercial and industrial)

— Low temperature heat (<200°C) industrial user (e.g. brewery)

— Displacing coal in steam power plants 

High 
temperature heat

SiBox’s output 
temperature is unique 

for TES technology

Access to renewable 
energy

SiBox’s long duration 
storage firms RE to heat

Decarbonisation
drivers

High fossil fuel prices or 
market demand

Value stacking 
opportunities

SiBox’s output can be  
flexibly configured, 

including combined heat 
and power

Small footprint

SiBox’s modular, compact 
design can be easily scaled
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SESSION 3 - Panel discussion and Q&A 

Commercialisation of TES technologies 
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Learn more about ARENA projects online 

● ARENA’s Knowledge Bank is an open-source 
library of reports, studies and tools. 

● Subscribe to our industry newsletter, Insights, at 
arena.gov.au/knowledge-bank

● ARENAWIRE is home to news and analysis about 
ARENA funded projects. Subscribe to our E-news 
at arena.gov.au/blog.
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Summit Feedback

Thank you for attending our summit!

We really value your feedback. 

You should have received the link to a short evaluation survey in your inbox.

Please fill out the survey to help us improve future knowledge sharing events.
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